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Juno Status 

 Launched August 2011 
 Earth flyby October 2013 
 Jupiter arrival July 4, 2016 
 Spacecraft is healthy and all instruments 

are working.   
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Juno’s  Science Objectives 
Origin 
 Determine O/H ratio (water abundance) and 

constrain core mass to decide among 
alternative theories of origin. 

 
Interior 
 Understand Jupiter's interior structure and 

dynamical properties by mapping its 
gravitational and magnetic fields 

 

Atmosphere 
 Map variations in atmospheric composition, 

temperature, cloud opacity and dynamics to 
depths greater than 100 bars at all latitudes. 

 

Magnetosphere 
 Characterize and explore the three-dimensional 

structure of Jupiter's polar magnetosphere and 
auroras. 
 



Overview of two 53.5 day orbits and PJ1 

“1st 53.5-day orbit” (actually 53.422 days) 
“2nd 53.5-day orbit” (actually 53.225 days) 

AJ0 =  7/31/16 19:44 UTC 
AJ1 =  9/23/16 03:49 UTC 

PJ0 = 7/5/16 02:47 UTC 
(JOI starts 02:30 UTC) 

PJ2 = 10/19/16 18:18 UTC 
(PRM starts 18:00 UTC) 

PJ1 = 8/27/16 12:54 UTC 

(all 3 PJs) 

PJ0+1d 
PJ0+2d PJ0+3d 

PJ0+10d PJ0+20d 

PJ0+30d 

PJ0+40d 
PJ0+50d ~ PJ1-3.4d 

All tick marks are 
every 1 day from PJ0 Solar conjunction 

(9/26/16 ~21:40 UTC) 

JPE = 90° (9/7/16 ~00:50 UTC ~ PJ0+64d) 

JOI cleanup (PJ0+8.6d) 

AJ0 OTM 

PJ1+14d OTM 



Juno Payload 
 

X and Ka Band Gravity Science (JPL/ASI) 
 
Magnetometer— MAG/ASC (GSFC/DTU) 
 
Microwave Radiometers— MWR (JPL) 
 
Energetic Particle Detectors—JEDI(APL) 
 
Jovian Auroral Distributions — JADE (SwRI) 
 
Waves (U of Iowa) 
 
UV Spectrograph— UVS (SwRI) 
 
Visible Camera - JunoCam (Malin) 
 
IR Camera/Spectrometer –JIRAM  (ASI) 



Probing the deep interior from orbit 
Juno maps Jupiter from the deepest interior to the atmosphere using 
microwaves, magnetic and gravity fields. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**See movie “JunoLongitudeNet.avi”**The polar orbit provides complete mapping of the planet’s asymmetric and highly structured magnetic field. Precise magnetic field measurements unveil fundamental processes that generate the planet’s powerful magnetic field, including clues about what conditions are like at the depth where the field is generated.In addition the magnetic field map provides clues about the planet’s internal structure. The map would look different if Jupiter possessed a very large core of solid material vs. a very small solid core or none at all.



Juno’s Microwave 
Radiometer measures 
thermal radiation from 
the atmosphere  
 
1000 atmospheres 
pressure (~500-600km 
below the visible cloud 
tops). 
 
Determines water and 
ammonia abundances 
in the atmosphere all 
over the planet 

Sensing the deep atmosphere 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key Juno measurement is made by measuring microwaves - similar to radiation used in microwave ovens - emitted by Jupiter’s atmosphere. All objects give off radiation.  The hotter an object, the more radiation it emits. Jupiter is hotter on the inside than the outside (because it is still cooling off from it’s formation, 4.5 Billion years ago !)   Longer wavelengths are able to make their way out from deeper in the atmosphere, so the microwaves we collect will have come from deeper (hotter) in the atmosphere than we can see with visible light, and the six different channels will come from six different depths. Juno’s orbit and the fact that the spacecraft is spinning allows each of the 6 channels to observe each latitude on the planet from a wide range of angles.  Microwaves are absorbed by water and ammonia. By measuring the flux of microwaves at different wavelengths and different angles, we can understand how the temperature and atmospheric absorption vary and figure out the amount of water and ammonia.Juno uses six antennas to measure Jupiter’s brightness at six wavelengths between 1.3 cm and 50 cm. Each antenna effectively sees a different depth (or range of depths).Images shown on this slide:Lower left: Jupiter as seen with microwaves from Earth.  Very bright synchrotron radio emission reveals the radiation belts around Jupiter’s middle. Data from the Very Large Array in New Mexico. Middle: Black circles represent fields of view for individual MWR measurements as Juno passes north to south over Jupiter during a close pass. Right: Diagram of Jupiter’s atmosphere showing longer wavelengths of microwaves coming from deeper down. Pressure in bars given, along with approximate locations of the Ammonia and water cloud layers. * 1 bar (or 1 atmosphere) is equal to the atmospheric pressure on Earth at sea level. 



 Polar Magnetosphere Exploration 

Location is Key: Juno passes directly 
through auroral field lines. 
 
A suite of instruments are used to 
understand the physics: 
JADE, JEDI, MAG, Waves, JIRAM, UVS 



Juno Orbit Geometry 

Geometry of Juno’s orbits viewed with the dawn flank on 
the left, (top) from the Sun with north up, and (bottom) looking down 
on the system, the Sun below.   



Juno Orbit Geometry 

Three Juno orbits: (2016 Nov, 2017 Apr, 2017 Sep) showing precession of 
line of apsides relative to Jupiter’s geographic equator. 



Earth based support astronomy 

 Amateur and professional  
 Coordinated by Glenn Orton (JPL) 



Joint Juno-Cassini Workshops 

 Initiated joint working group meetings this 
year to facilitate planning and data 
analysis 

 Interiors and Origins meeting held dec 14 
 Magnetospheres meeting planned june 15 
 Atmospheres meeting later this year 
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